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Finished size
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Height: 4.13 inches 
(10,5 cm)

Width: 1.96 inches
(5 cm)

All rights reserved. You can
not resell, share, modify or

publish this pattern.
Copyright 2017-2020 
My Rainbow Crochet



Crochet size 2.5 mm

Cotton threads (size3 - 3,5) : White, Pale yellow, Yellow, Light
pink, Pink, Green, Orange, Light blue, Blue, Purple, Brown,
Light brown, Silver/Grey, Black.

Golden and Silver thread (I used Nora Madeira 324 and 342
thread).

Wool needle

Stuffing

Glue or textile adhesive
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SHORTENINGS

MATÉRIEL

n° 522, n°172, n°506,n°173, n°106, n°205,n°386,  n°222,  n°114,n°280, n°507, n°226,n°511

Row
Single crochet
Increase
Decrease
Slip stitch
Chain
Double crochet
Half double crochet
Double treble
Repeat around the row

R :
sc :

Inc :
Dec :
SlSt :
CH :
Dc :

Hdc :
Dtr :
*...* :

For thread colors withScheepjes Catona:
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Presentation of each potion

Love potion Nature potion Happiness
potion

Magic potion Light potion Freedom potion

Sleep potion



(to achieve with cotton thread according to the potion you want to make:
-> Light pink for Love potion
-> Green for Nature potion
-> Pale yellow for Light potion
-> Blue for Sleep potion
-> Purple for Magic potion
-> Light blue for Freedom potion
-> Orange for Happiness potion

And Silver/Grey thread)
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Base of potions

Bottle

R1 :
R2 :
R3 :
R4 :
R5 :
R6 :
R7 :

R8 to R13 :
R14 :

R15 and R16 :
R17 :
R18 :
R19 :
R20 :

magic ring with 6 sc
1 Inc in each sc (12)
*1 sc, 1 Inc* (18)
*2 sc, 1 Inc* (24)
*3 sc, 1 Inc* (30)
*4 sc, 1 Inc* (36)
*5 sc, 1 Inc* (42)
sc in each sc (42)
*5 sc, 1 dec* (36)
sc in each sc (36)
*4 sc, 1 dec* (30)
sc in each sc (30)
*3 sc, 1 dec* (24)
sc in each sc (24)

With base color:

Result of the bottle
before sewing the cap
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With Silver/Grey color:

R21 to R23 :

R24 :
R25 to R29 :

R30 :
R31 and R32 :

R33 :

sc in each sc (24)
Gradually stuff.
*2 sc, 1 dec* (18)
sc in each sc (18)
1 Inc in each sc (36)
sc in each sc (36)
decreases throughout the row
Cut the thread and pull it in.
Finish stuffing the potion.

The cap
(to achieve with light brown cotton thread)

R1:
R2 :
R3 :
R4 :

R5 to R7 :

magic ring with 6 sc
1 Inc in each sc (12)
*1 sc, 1 Inc* (18)
sc in each sc making the stitch to
go up the edge (see explanations 
page 7) (18)
sc in each sc (18)
Sew it to the bottle, stuffing the
cap as you go.

Final result for the cap

Final result for potion
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Explanations of the stitch to go up the edge
(step row 4 of the cap, page 6)

Tuck your crochet
into the stitch.

Then, enter it in the next
stitch. So you have your

crochet in two stitches at
this point.

Bring the thread back into
the two stitches, then make a
single crochet. Continue like

this all along the row.

You will then obtain this
result with a raised edge

which gives the shape of the
cap.
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Decorations for each potion

Happiness potion
(to achieve with yellow and black cotton threads)

R1:

R2 :

R3 :

magic ring with 6 sc
+ 1 SlSt to close the row
1 CH + 1 Inc in each sc + 1 SlSt to
close the row (12)
1 CH + *1 sc, 1 Inc* + 1 SlSt to
close the row (18)
Cut and return the thread to the
back and tie a knot.

For the eyes x2 :

With yellow thread:

->Take black thread (about 10 cm, 3.93
inches) and tie 4 superimposed knots

-> Tuck each end of the thread into the
same hole and tie a knot at the back then
cut the rest of the thread

-> Finish by making the smile with the
black thread too.

-> Glue the smiley face on the bottle
with your glue or textile adhesive.

Result of the smiley
base

Eye result before
insertion on the base

Final result for the
smiley



Magic potion
(to achieve with yellow and brown cotton threads)
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R1 :
R2 :
R3 :

magic ring with 4 sc
1 Inc in each sc (8)
3 CH then 1 sc from the 2nd CH +
1 Hdc in the 3rd CH and make 1
SlSt in the 2nd sc of the row from
where you start.
Continue down the row for a total
of 5 branches.
Cut the thread and pull it in at the
back.

For the star (with yellow thread):

Final result for the fairy
magic wand

R1 :
R2 :

 CH 5 + 1 CH
1 sc in each sc
Cut the thread and pull it in at the
back.

For the wand handle (with brown
thread):

-> Glue the handle of the wand and the star on
the bottle to form the fairy magic wand.
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Sleep potion
(to achieve with Silver thread)

The moon:

R1 :
R2 :

CH 10
From the 2nd CH
-> 1 SlSt 
-> 1 sc 
-> 2 Hdc in the same stitch
-> 2 Dc in the same stitch
-> 3 Dtr in the same stitch
-> 2 Dc in the same stitch
-> 2 Hdc in the same stitch
-> 1 sc 
-> 1 SlSt
Tuck in the threads at the back and cut.

-> Glue the moon on the bottle.

Final result for the
moon
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Light potion
(to achieve with Gold thread)

The sun:

R1 :
R2 :

R3 :

magic ring with 6 sc + 1 SlSt for close the row 
1 CH + 1 Inc in each sc (12) + 1 SlSt for close the
row 
*4 CH -> 1 SlSt from the 2nd CH then 1 sc in the
3rd CH and 1 Hdc in 4th CH 
1 SlSt on the row to attach the ray to the base
1 SlSt in the nexr sc* x6
Make this step on the entire row so 6 times for the 6
rays.
Tuck in the threads at the back and cut.

-> Glue the sun on the bottle.

Final result for the sun
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Love potion
(to achieve with pink cotton thread)

The heart:

R1 :
R2 :

magic ring with 9 sc + 1 SlSt for close the row
-> in the same stitch where you made the SlSt -> 2 Dc and 1
Dtr
-> 2 Dc
-> 1 Hdc
-> 1 sc
-> in the same stitch, 1 Hdc + 1 Dtr + 1 Hdc (forms the tip of
the heart)
-> 1 sc
-> 1 Hdc
-> 2 Dc
-> in the same stitch, 1 Dtr + 2 Dc
-> 1 CH and 1 SlSt  in the 1st starting stitch of the row
Tuck in the threads at the back and cut.

-> Glue the heart on the bottle.

Final result for the heart
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Nature potion
(to achieve with orange and pale yellow cotton threads)

With the pale yellow thread:

R1 : magic ring with 6 sc + 1 SlSt
Tuck in the thread at the back.

With the orange thread:

-> Tuck the orange thread into a stitch and make 1 sc + 1 CH 
-> 2 Dc in the next stitch + 2CH and 1 SlSt in the same stitch 
-> 1 sc in the next stitch 
-> repeat step 2 and 3 all along the row so 6 times in all for the 6
petals
-> finish row with 1 SlSt in very first stitch of row

-> tuck in the thread at the back, tie a knot and cut.

-> Glue the flower on the bottle.

Final result for the
flower
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Freedom potion
(to achieve with white cotton thread)

The wings x2:

R1 :
R2 :
R3 :
R4 :
R5 :

magic ring with 4 sc
1 Inc in each sc (8) + CH
Turn, 4 sc + 1 Inc + 2 sc + 1 CH
Turn, 3 sc + 1 Inc + 4 sc + 3 CH
Turn, 6 sc + 1 Inc + 4 sc
Tuck in the threads at the back and cut.

-> Glue the wings on the bottle.

Final result for the
wings
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You are now ready to add each of its elements to your life :) 

Congratulations, you have finished !

You can tag me on
instagram with your

creation or use
#myrainbowcrochet to

appear in my story !


